KABELGEL

Everything runs smoothly.

**Areas of application / Temperatures**

Suitable for many types of cables in the installation sector (e.g. electric cables, etc.)
Processing temperature +5°C to +40°C

**Processing information**

water soluble, easy to apply

**Contents**

Bottle 1000 g
other containers on request

**Storage**

Ideal storage temperature +5 °C to +25 °C
store in a dry place

Developed for the installation sector, easy to apply to the installation cable without dripping. Exceptional lubricating action for very quick cable pulling.

---

**Efficient**

The high lubrication performance makes working easier and speeds up pulling in the cable. Only becomes liquid when the cable is drawn in. No leaks.

---

**Clean**

Clear and colourless. Does not leave marks if wiped off immediately (e.g. plastered walls, etc.)